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t may be hard to imagine this landscape as anything but the rolling
tapestry of forests and fields it is today. But the land has changed
dramatically over time, shaped by powerful forces of nature.

Humans are late-comers to this valley—inhabitants for little more than
10,000 years. With their ability to profoundly change the landscape to
meet their needs, people have left their own indelible mark on the valley.

Welcome to the Porter-PhelpsHuntington House Museum

The Place

his historic homestead offers a rare glimpse of how one family
lived and participated in their changing community for more than
200 years. From its construction in 1752 until the death of James Lincoln
Huntington in 1968, the Porter-Phelps-Huntington House was continually
occupied by six generations of a single family. Their farm, known as Forty
Acres, included more than 600 acres stretching from the banks of the
Connecticut River to the top of Mount Warner. Today the Porter-PhelpsHuntington House serves as a museum, historic site, and community
gathering place. Welcome!

house at Forty Acres in 1752, they were the first to live outside the

The Connecticut River Byway is a designated National Scenic Byway stretching 498 miles through
Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire. The Porter-Phelps-Huntington House Museum serves
as one of several waypoint information centers along this remarkable route. Come explore it!

For nearly a century after Hadley was settled in 1659, village residents
lived within a protective palisade and farmed the surrounding land.
When Moses and Elizabeth Pitkin Porter built and moved into this

T
Fish fossil, Jurassic period (~190 million years ago), collected in Turner’s Falls, MA.
Amherst College Beneski Museum. Photo: Paula Murphy.

Connecticut River Byway

town center. Named for the original tract of land Moses purchased for
his home site, the farm eventually comprised more than 600 acres.

Connecticut River Byway in Massachusetts

The house the Porters built was innovative and up-to-date for its time,
featuring a central hall at a time when most houses in the area were

1 Mt. Warner

Hike the two-mile
Salamander Trail
over the gentle slopes
of this 156-acre
preserve overlooking
the Connecticut
River Valley. Open
year-round.

still built around a central chimney. The last major renovations to the
house were completed by 1800. Little changed since then, the house
Frederic Dan Huntington and the hay harvest, 1886.

offers a window into early New England life.

Set in Stone:
Dinosaur Tracks and More
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England as far south as Long Island Sound. Imagine the scouring

house passed to a son, Frederic Dan Huntington.
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the end of slavery, and several major conflicts—from the French and Indian War

20,000 years ago, it released copious sediments and water. In this

to the Korean War. They felt the impact of landmark public treatises, ranging from

valley, an immense lake—Glacial Lake Hitchcock—formed behind the

sediment-filled bottomlands. Seasonal flooding spread rich silt over

still legal in Massachusetts. A probate document

the valley, evidenced in the area’s deep, fertile farm soils.

settlers arrived, native people cultivated the fertile valley

bottomlands—a mosaic of wetlands, old-growth

soils, growing such crops as corn, beans, and squash. They

forests, and clearings where native people grew

fished in the Connecticut River and traveled along it by

crops—lured settlers on this northward migration.

canoe to meet and trade with other native peoples. The

Colonists arrived in Hadley in 1659. They built

native people who lived in this valley when European settlers

homes and cleared trees from surrounding lands to

The Collections

arrived called themselves “Pocumtuck,” meaning “clear

create farm fields, displacing the Pocumtuck people

“Dear Wife, it Not being a very Buise [busy] time with us. I think to

stream.” Many Pocumtuck people succumbed to diseases

who lived here. By the 1800s, intensive lumbering

wright a few words which is about the tenth Letter I have writ and

brought by Europeans. Others died in ensuing warfare or

in the valley and surrounding hillsides had transformed

I have Receiv’d but one Since I Came from home…” –excerpt from a

many clearings, while agriculture remains a central

Model of the settlement of Old Deerfield in the Connecticut River Valley, 1703, by William Sillin. This site was one of many in the valley where
Pocumtuck people lived prior to European settlement.

Catharine Sargent Huntington in Elizabeth Pitkin Porter’s wedding
dress, 1912. The dress is one of many artifacts in the museum collection.
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Housed in a barn
that was once part
of the Porter-PhelpsHuntington estate,
the museum
showcases Hadley’s
rich farming
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After Frederic Dan Huntington’s widow, Hannah Sargent, died
in 1910, the house passed to her grandchildren and began to
fall into disrepair. In 1921, James Lincoln Huntington began the
monumental task of restoring the house and grounds. He opened

two weeks before his death in the French and Indian War.

the house for public tours in 1949. In 1955, he donated the house
and its contents to the Porter-Phelps-Huntington Foundation. He
continued to lead most house tours until his death in 1968.

diaries, and books; and hundreds of photographs and household objects. Present-day family members continue to add to the collections,
which now span ten generations. Their papers, housed in the Amherst College Archives and Special Collections, illuminate facets of
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Brattleboro, VT

The Museum

letter from Moses Porter to Elizabeth Pitkin Porter, August 22, 1755,

American history–from early farming and artisanry to slavery, religion, and social reform–through the lives of ordinary people.
Local artist Will Sillin painted the mural below for Dinosaur State Park, depicting the Connecticut River Valley as it might have appeared in the Late Triassic, some 200 million years ago.
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Downtown or notable village

MONTGOMERY

What sets this family apart is what they left behind: a house occupied by one family for over 200 years; prolific family letters, ledgers,
Birch bark basket, c. 1675. Above, Late Archaic stone
blade. (Photos courtesy Pocumtuck Valley Memorial
Association, Memorial Hall Museum, Deerfield, MA.)
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All photos and excerpted quotes on
this panel are from the Porter-PhelpsHuntington Family Papers, Amherst
College Archives and Special Collections.

than 10,000 years. Three thousand years before European

This 260-acre refuge
offers a nature trail,
wildlife viewing,
fishing, and hunting.
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Massachusetts abolished slavery in 1783.
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left) lists two slaves among his assets. Three

the landscape. Today, forests have reclaimed
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Year-round hiking
trails traverse Mt.
Holyoke and offer
breathtaking views
of the river.

written after his death in 1755 (detail shown

“Cheese, cheese, hay, hay, cooking, cooking,
churning every other day sometimes—I have
had two days now, that I have indulged myself
in bed till near 5, but tomorrow morning it
must be a little after 3 that the butter may
be worked in the cool air...” –excerpt from
Elizabeth Porter Phelps’ diary, 1805.
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Family members partake in tea outdoors circa 1886, a tradition that
continues at the museum today.

extensive written records many family members left behind, we can glimpse their experiences of this constantly changing world.

Lake Hitchcock drained more than 13,000 years ago, and the

In the mid-1600s, colonists followed the Connecticut

White River
Junction, VT
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Open May to October,
offering house
tours and weekly teas
and concerts.

dam in Connecticut up to northern Vermont (see map above).

People have lived in and shaped this landscape for more
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the Declaration of Independence to the Social Security Act. They also experienced profound social changes related to work, ethics, and land use. Through

retreating glacier, eventually extending 200 miles from a sediment

Connecticut River
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During more than 200 years of living on this land, family members witnessed

As climate warmed and the ice sheet began to melt northward about
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River by water.
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tremendous transformations in American life, including independence from Britain,
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Susan Lisk

Illustration: “The Entrance to the Woods,” from Under a Colonial Roof-Tree: Fireside Chronicles of Early
New England, by Arria Sargent Huntington, 1892.
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Chris Curtis

her daughter, Elizabeth Phelps Huntington. In 1855, 103 years after its construction, the

and valley in New England was shaped by its passage.

Dinosaur tracks, Jurassic period (~190 million years ago). Amherst College Beneski
Museum. Photo: Paula Murphy.
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her only child, Elizabeth Porter Phelps. When Elizabeth Phelps died, the house passed to

Ice Sheet, some 10,000 feet thick at its center, advanced across New
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Fast forward from the Jurassic to the last ice age, when the Laurentide

power of this massive, boulder-studded ice sheet. Every mountain
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Sandra Pipczynski

for three generations. Widowed at age 36, Elizabeth Pitkin Porter passed the house to

9 Franklin County
Bikeway Network
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Within the walls of this historic residence lived six generations of the Porter-Phelps-

“The Moody Foot Mark Quarry, South Hadley.” This 1858 illustration depicts dinosaur tracks unearthed in 1802 by 12-year-old Pliny
Moody. Locals called the bird-like stone tracks “Noah’s Raven.” The rock slab is displayed at Amherst College’s Beneski Museum.
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from father to son, as was customary in early America, the house was owned by women
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In the mid-1800s, Professor Edward Hitchcock of Amherst College began
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fish and invertebrates.
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Colebrook, NH

Historic Hadley Pond
offers quiet paddling,
wildlife viewing,
skating, and fishing.

Elizabeth Phelps Huntington
(1779-1847)
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This 215-mile trail
extends from Long
Island Sound in
Connecticut to the
Massachusetts/New
Hampshire border.
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investigating the valley’s abundant dinosaur tracks. His collection of more
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such dinosaurs as Hypsognathus and Stegomus. The Connecticut River
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Wind back the reel of time 190 million years, and this region was a
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Chris Curtis

By studying the valley’s landforms, scientists can trace more than a
billion years of history here. The land reveals stories of immense geologic
change—drifting continents, volcanic eruptions, the laying down
of sediments and their transformation into rock, uplift and erosion,
glaciation, and more. In this gradually changing landscape, countless life
forms have arisen and passed away. Traces of their long-ago presence here
are, literally, set in stone.

Six Generations at Forty Acres

Chris Curtis

A Billion Years of Change

Explore the Valley

Chris Curtis

Forces that Shaped this Valley

Deep Roots

Chris Curtis

Dynamic Landscape

James Lincoln Huntington (left) oversaw restoration of the PorterPhelps-Huntington house.

Learn more at www.pphmuseum.org.

Porter-Phelps-Huntington House and grounds, 1929.

All photos in this row by Sandra Pipczynski unless otherwise noted.

Savor the abundance of the Connecticut River Valley throughout the year—from beautiful natural areas to local foods, craftsmanship, and culture. Photo: Chris Curtis.

